Awards

The banking awards of World Finance, the leading finance magazine published in the United Kingdom, are "the only industry honors given on the basis of voter participation" and since 2007, "have been celebrating achievement, innovation and brilliance" in their annual awards. World Finance explains: "Whilst we boast legitimately independent, expert thought on our judging panel, who can draw on 230 years of financial journalism experience, more importantly, our award winners – and even our award nominees – are chosen by you, our readership. Every year, we seek your assistance in recognizing industry leaders, eminent individuals, exemplary teams and distinguished organizations, which we believe represent the benchmark of achievement and best practice in a variety of fields – and every year, we turn to our readers to help as we strive to recognize and ever-widening spectrum of services, markets, industries and organizations.

We believe that by consulting our readers we can better identify the groups that are confronting the issues which face us at this complex juncture, and our awards will rise above the status of participation certificate and actually be an endorsement of their work."